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Saurabh Bhagat reviews
working of EPFO Kashmir
 STATE TIMES NEWS

SRINAGAR:Commissioner
/ Secretary Labour and
Employment Department
Saurabh
Bhagat
on
Thursday took a review
meeting of J&K, EPFO
Kashmir here.
The meeting was attended by Addl. Provident Fund
Commissioner, Kashmir,
Chief Accounts Officer
Divisional Office, all the
Assistant Provident Fund
Commissioners
and
Provident Fund Inspectors
of all Districts. Bhagat
reviewed working of the
online portal and issued
cheques and registration
certificates on spot to the
subscribers and unit holders. He expressed his satis-

faction over the online
working of the organization in Kashmir Division.
He also inquired from the
Provident Fund Inspectors
about the implementation
of Provident Fund Act in
the Hotel Industry, other
Industrial
units
and
Educational Institutions in
Kashmir Division. After
reviewing the performance
of the offices and after
hearing to the problems
faced by the concerned
staff, Bhagat assured that
promotion avenues shall be
created in the organization
by creating posts as per
requirement
and
Departmental Promotion
Committees shall be constituted at Divisional level.

4 JeI leaders detained
under PSA
 STATE TIMES NEWS

SRINAGAR: Government on Wednesday booked four Jamaate-Islami leaders under PSA and shifted them to Kathua Jail.
Those detained under PSA include Muhammad Shaban Dar
(64), Mushtaq Ahmad Wani, Nowshid Ahmed and Mushtaq
Ahmed Veri. All the four were shifted to Kathua Jail Jammu.

Housewife found hanging,
husband booked
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: A man was booked after her wife was found hanging in
her house in Bakshi Nagar locality here on Thursday.
As per the details, Sushma Devi, wife of Sanjay Kumar, resident
of Krishna Nagar was found hanging in her house by her family
members and was shifted to hospital where doctors declared her
as brought dead. Police on the complaint of deceased's mother,
registered a case against her husband and started investigation.

Accident victim succumbs

 STATE TIMES NEWS

KATHUA: An accident victim who was undergoing treatment in
hospital on Thursday succumbed to his injures. As per the
details, Yog Raj, son of Bodh Raj, resident of Pathankot who got
hurt in an accident on March 6 in Kathua and was under treatment at hospital, succumbed to injuries today. Police has taken
cognisance in the matter and started investigation.

Girl booked for attempt to suicide

 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Police on Thursday booked a girl for attempting suicide in Satwari area on Thursday. As per the details, Surbhi
Bhagat, resident of Khandwal attempted suicide in her house
and was shifted to hospital. For her suicide bid, police has registered a case against her and started investigation.

Thieve strikes at house, decamps
with jewellery, cash
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: A thief struck in a house and decamped with jewellery
and cash worth Rs 25,000, here on Thursday. As per the details, a
thief struck in house at Kaccha Talab, Bagh-e-Bahu where a marriage ceremony was going on and decamped with jewellery and Rs
25,000 cash. On seeing the thief, a woman raised alarm but he
managed to escape from the spot leaving his I-card behind. Police
has taken cognisance in the matter and started investigation.

Man booked for adultery

 STATE TIMES NEWS

AKHNOOR: A man was booked for adultery in Akhnoor on
Thursday. As per the details, Jamna Bi, resident of Tanda,
lodged a complaint with police that her husband Abdul Hussain,
son of Gulam Hussain has solemnized another marriage without
her knowledge and now he is not admitting it. Police has taken
cognisance in the matter and started investigation.

Three assault cases reported

 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: Three assault cases have been reported in
Janipur and Gharota on Thursday. As per the details,
Aman Gupta, resident of Janipur lodged a complaint with
police that he was attacked by Tilak Raj, resident of
Janipur over an old dispute in which he got injured.
Meanwhile, the rival party has also lodged the same complaint against the complainant. Gharota police also registered a similar case against Nai Alam on the complaint of
Abdul Dar, resident of Kot Kabba.

Man found hanging with tree

 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: A man was found hanging with tree in Bastipur
area of Tikri on Thursday. As per the details, Gulam Rasool,
son of Mohd Sharif, resident of Mand, Tikri, was found hanging with a tree outside his house. Some passersby on seeing
him hanging informed the police which took his body into custody and after autopsy handed it over to family. Police has registered a case and launched investigation.

Commissioner/Secretary
congratulated
the
Additional Provident Fund
Commissioner Kashmir for
completing digitization of
95% records of Provident
Fund in record time of 6
months and this has made
the Organization IT and egovernance friendly.
He directed
Deputy
Labour
Commissioner,
Kashmir and Assistant
Labour Commissioners, to
ensure that the Building
and Other Construction
Workers Welfare Board
shall provide the statutory
benefits to the workers in a
time bound manner.
Meanwhile, the department
would
confer
Certificate of Excellence to
the officers/officials showing excellent performance
and the events for awarding such certificates shall
be conducted every year by
the
Organization
at
Divisional level.

Jan Aushadhi, AMRIT stores to provide employment
avenues, access to affordable medicine: Dulloo
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU:
Principal
Secretary
Health
and
Medical Education Atul
Dulloo on Thursday convened a meeting regarding
establishment of Pradhan
Mantri
Jan
Aushadhi
Kendra and AMRIT stores
in the State.
Principal
JMC
Dr.
Sunanda Raina, Director
Health Services Kashmir Dr.
Kunzes Dolma, Director
Health Services Jammu Dr.
Samir Mattoo, Managing
Director JKMSCL Shiv
Kumar Gupta, Managing
Director NHM Bhupinder
Kumar, Controller Drugs &
Food Control Organization
Lotika Khajuria and other
concerned attended the meeting.
The Principal Secretary
said that the main objectives
of the Pradhan Mantri Jan
Aushadhi Kendra scheme are
to reduce the unit cost of
treatment per person, partic-

Principal Secretary Health and Medical Education, Atul
Dulloo convening a meeting at Jammu.
ularly for the poor and disadvantaged, so as to reduce out
of pocket expenses in healthcare, specifically those suffering from chronic ailments,
through exclusive outlets
called
Jan
Aushadhi
Kendras.
Seeking details regarding
the Jan Aushadhi Kendras,
he was informed that 43
stores exist in Jammu and
Kashmir, of which 25
Kendras are run by Private
entrepreneurs and rest are
Government owned.
Dulloo
asked
the
Directorate Health Services

Jammu and Kashmir to
identify adequate space within the Hospital Premises for
Jan Aushadhi Kendras. He
added that the stores should
be situated conspicuously to
allow free access to the
patients and consumers.
He was informed that the
24 places have already been
identified to establish new
Kendras in Government hospitals and 36 for Private
entrepreneur Kendras across
the state.
In order to make these ventures successful, poor friendly and job-creating for youth,
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before her death". "The
aforesaid phrase, no doubt,
is an elastic expression and
can refer to a period either
immediately before her
death or within a few days
or even a few weeks before it
but the proximity to her
death is the pivot indicated
by that expression. In other
words, there should be a
perceptible nexus between
her death and the dowry
related harassment or cruelty inflicted on her, which
means that there should be
evidence of cruelty or
harassment within a reasonable time and quite in proximity prior to death", the
court held.
Court further observed that
when the prosecution case is
examined in the light of
above principles, it is apparent that firstly, there is no
material on record to show
that any dowry was demanded by the accused at the time
of marriage of deceased, and
secondly, there is also no
material on record to show
that the deceased was subjected to cruelty by the
accused in relation to the
demand of dowry or a car,
soon before her death.
After hearing Advocate
Vishal Kapur in length and
Public Prosecutor B.B
Sharma, the court observed
that the essential ingredients to constitute prima
facie offence under Section
304-B RPC have not been
established in the present
case.

GM NHIDCL, several
deputations meet
Advisor Sharma
 STATE TIMES NEWS

the Principal Secretary
directed for framing a comprehensive policy regarding
the allotment of stores to the
Private
entrepreneur
Kendras, who are unemployed possessing a technical
qualification in Pharmacy.
He also directed the concerned to work out for establishing further Private entrepreneur Kendras across the
state, besides constructing a
committee to monitor the
working of Jan Aushadhi
Kendras and AMRIT stores.
Later, representative of
HLL Life Care Ltd presented
a
comprehensive
PowerPoint Presentation
regarding
AMRIT
(Affordable medicine and
reliable implants for treatment) stores.
The Principal Secretary
sought details regarding the
possibilities of establishing
AMRIT stores in the state
and directed for making the
identified stores functional
within two months.

JAMMU: General Manager,
National
Highways
&
Infrastructure Development
Corporation Limited (NHIDCL), MG Vijay Kumar on
Thursday called on Advisor to
the Governor, KK Sharma and
presented a detailed status
report of the projects undertaken by the corporation in the
state.
Briefing the Advisor about
the status of ongoing JammuAkhnoor four laning project,
the GM said that the work is
being fast paced so that the
project gets completed within
the stipulated time frame. He
also briefed the Advisor about
Simthanpass- Anantnag Khanabal road, BatoteKishtwar-Chatroo- Sinthan top
road, Chenani - Sudhmahadev
section of NH-244 road projects being undertaken by the
corporation. Later, the Advisor
also met deputations from different parts of the state who
had come for redresseal of their
grievances related to PHE,
PDD, Housing and R&B.
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cerned officials to expedite
and mobilize staff for
checking the quality of the
scanning work done by the
vendors.
He also said that the
concerned officials should
take initiatives for completion of work by providing sufficient infrastructure facilities to the vendors so that each and
every record would be digitized.
He also asked the vendor
to gear up the pace of
work so that the set target
could be achieved within
the stipulated time.
DC Jammu Ramesh
Kumar,
DC
Samba
Sushma
Chouhan,
Additional Commissioner
Jammu Manisha Sareen,
Additional Commissioner
with FCR Surat Singh,
Regional Director Survey
and
Land
Records
Udhampur Rajesh Kumar,
Regional Director Survey
and
Land
Records
Jammu, Rifat Kohli,
ADCs of Kathua, Reasi,
Jammu,
Samba
and
Udhampur,
ACRs
of
Jammu
Division,
Consultant JaKLARMA,
Tehsildars, Girdawars and
Patwaries of District
Jammu were present.
DCs, ADCs and ACRs of
Kashmir,
Ladakh
Divisions and Ramban,
Doda, Poonch and Rajouri
attended the meeting
through Video conferencing.
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JAMMU: In pursuit of transparency and direct benefits to
the beneficiaries, Directorate
of Samagra Shiksha on
Thursday
released
Rs
43,52,500 under escort
allowance to 1741 Children
With Special Needs (CWSN)
directly into their bank
accounts
The initiative was taken by
the State Project Director;
Dr. Arun Manhas who said
that the pioneer step is envisaged to directly benefit the
CWSN in a more transparent
way. Dr. Arun revealed that a
total amount of Rs.
43,52,500 was credited to the
beneficiary accounts as
'Escort Allowance' to 1741
CWSN of the state at Rs
2500 per beneficiary. Earlier
the direct bank transfer was
done on a pilot basis under
which a total amount of Rs.
5,54,500 was credited to the
beneficiary accounts.
Besides, Rs. 16,2000 was
also transferred to all the 81
beneficiaries of state under
'Reader Allowance'. All these
specially-abled children are

schools and/or receiving various therapeutic as well as
educational support services
through Special Education
Teachers/Resource Persons..
Commissioner Secretary
School Education, Sarita
Chauhan, lauded the efforts
made by Directorate of
Samagra Shiksha and reiterated that DBT to beneficiaries must be extended to other
allowances and categories as
well.
Under the ambitious,
Direct Benefit Transfer
(DBT) system funds are
transferred by banks directly
to bank accounts of beneficiaries.
Escort Allowance is generally provided to children
affected with Blind, Cerebral
Palsy, Intellectual Disability,
Autism
and
Multiple
Disabilities.
However, through DBT, all
kinds
of
approved
allowances/stipends shall now
be directly transferred to the
bank accounts of beneficiaries after a proper verification
and authentication method.

JAMMU:
Principal
Sessions Judge Kathua
Sanjeev Gupta in a much
publicised dowry death case
at Kathua in which a
Government teacher committed suicide, discharged
the accused husband Anil
Kumar and Satya Devi,
mother-in-law from offence
304-B and framed charges
under Section 306 and 498A RPC.
After hearing Advocate
Vishal Kapur for the
accused, the court also
granted bail to husband and
mother-in-law
of
the
deceased teacher.
While discharging the
accused from the offence
under 304-B RPC, Court
observed that ingredients of
Section
306
and
Section304-B are different
and distinct. If Section 304B is to be invoked, it is not
enough that harassment or
cruelty was caused to the
woman with a demand for
dowry at some time, but it
should have happened "soon

LC accords farewell to outgoing members
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU:
Chairman,
Jammu
and
Kashmir
Legislative Council, Haji
Anayat Ali, senior officers
and staff of the Council
Secretariat on Thursday
accorded warm send off to
eight members of the Upper
House on completion of
their tenure, here at Council
Secretariat.
An impressive function
was organized by Council
Secretariat for the outgoing
members including Syed
Naeem Akhter Andrabi,
Rani Gargi Blowria, Naresh
Kumar Gupta, Mohammad
Muzaffar Parray, Showkat
Hussain Ganai, Yash Pal
Sharma, Sofi Yousuf and
Firdous Ahmad Tak.
Speaking on the occasion,
the Chairman highlighted
the contribution of the outgoing members in and outside the House, particularly
in raising the development
issues of their respective
areas. He also thanked the
outgoing members for their
cooperation and valuable
suggestions given from time
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Managing Director, JKSRTC chairing a meeting.
cles during ensuing elections
in the State. He pointed out
that if any officer had faced
any type of problem during
previous elections, he should
come up with necessary opinions/ measures required to
tackle the same, well in
advance. Threadbare discussions were held various agenda points and necessary decisions were taken by the officers in this regard.
The meeting decided that
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Samagra Shiksha releases escort allowance
Husband, mother-in-law discharged
‘660 lakh revenue
to 1,741 beneficiaries through DBT
in Sec 304-B, granted bail
documents to be digitised’
enrolled in government

the demand of Sumos/ Taxis/
Tata Mobiles during the Lok
Sabha Elections-2019 shall
be
catered
by
the
RTO/ARTO of concerned
districts as done during
ULB/ Panchayat elections2018. It was further decided
that the Transport Plan furnished by the RTO/ARTO of
the concerned district to DC
concerned, should specifically
mention the seating capacity
of the vehicle with route

JAMMU:
Financial
Commissioner Revenue,
Dr Pawan Kotwal, on
Thursday reviewed the
implementation of Digital
India
land
Records
M o d e r n i z a t i o n
Programme (DILRMP) in
the State.
While chairing the high
level meeting, he said that
the programme is aimed to
usher in a system of
updated land records,
automatic mutation, integration between textual
and spatial records, interconnectivity between revenue and registration to
replace the present deed
registration and presumptive title system with that
of conclusive titling with
the titled guarantee.
It was stated in the
meeting that total quantum of revenue documents
to be scanned in the state
are 660 lakh out of which
362 lakh of Kashmir and
298 lakh of Jammu while
as the total number of revenue documents scanned
are 2,97,92,251 which
include 1,37,40,767 of
Kashmir and 1,60,51,484
of Jammu approximately.
He stressed upon the
officials for constant monitoring of the staff
involved in the said project. He said that it is
achievable target but need
is to work hard with more
dedication.
He also asked the con-

Chairman, J&K Legislative Council, Haji Anayat Ali along
with other members of the Upper House.

Progressive farmers interact with VC SKUAST-J

to time for maintaining
decorum of the House.
The legislators including,
Ashok Kumar Khajuria,
Ajatshatru Singh, Ramesh
Arora, Th. Balbir Singh,
Aga
Syed
Mehmood,
Charanjeet Singh Khalsa,
Girdhari Lal Raina, Vibodh
Gupta,
Surinder
Choudhary,
Vikram
Randhawa and Saif-Ud-Din
Bhat were present on the
occasion and highlighted
the contribution of the outgoing members.
The outgoing members
also hailed the Chairman
and sitting members of the
House for their support and
encouragement during their
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tenure as members of the
Upper
House.
They
expressed their gratitude to
the staff of the Council
Secretariat for extending
full support to them. They
also expressed their gratitude towards the Chairman
for warm send off.
Later, the Chairman,
Secretary LC and staff of
the Council Secretariat presented shawls and mementoes to the outgoing members.
Secretary,
Legislative
Council, Muzafar Ahmad
Wani, besides senior officers
of Council Secretariat were
also present at the farewell
function.

MD JKSRTC reviews arrangements for ensuing polls
JAMMU: To ensure smooth
deployment of vehicles during ensuing Lok Sabha elections,
the
Managing
Director, J&K State Road
Transport
Corporation
(JKSRTC) Bilal Ahmad
Bhat on Thursday convened
a meeting, which was attended by Vivek Atri (FA &
CAO), Dhananter Singh
(RTO Jammu), Kuldeep
Singh (ARTO Kathua),
Habibullah (Dy General
Manager), Tajinder Singh
(Coordinating Officer Lok
Sabha
Elections-2019)
besides a number of other
officers.
Welcoming all participants
in the meeting, the Managing
Director JKSRC (Nodal
Officer Transport) sought
necessary suggestions for
smooth deployment of vehi-
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mobility. The plan should be
made provided to the Nodal
officer JKSRTC (Jammu
Province) at least a week
before the conduct of election
in the constituency. The
meeting further decided that
GM (Operations) Jammu
(Nodal Officer JKSRTC),
nominated
by
the
Department, shall make
close liaison with the
RTO/ARTOs of concerned
districts for provisions of
vehicles during the elections.
It was also decided that
vide publicity should be
ensured with regard to establishment of Election Cell by
JKSRTC both at Jammu
and Srinagar for information
of general public and District
Administration. The General
Manager
(Operations)
JKSRTC Jammu/Kashmir
(Nodal officers of respective

Provinces) shall nominate
SRTC officials posted at different districts as District
Transport Officers, who shall
keep close liaison with the
District Administration of
the concerned district and
update the office of
Managing Director JKSRTC
regarding each and every
activity with regard to
smooth deployment of vehicles during Lok Sabha
Elections-2019.
The MD further impressed
upon the officers to keep
ready maximum SRTC fleet
for Lok Sabha elections.
However, in case fleet
requires any minor repairs
and replacement, same
should be put forth immediately for necessary rectification well before the commencement of Lok Sabha
elections-2019.

JAMMU: Progressive farmers of Jammu division on
Thursday met Dr. K.S.
Risam and felicitated him on
assuming the charge of the
Vice Chancellor Sher-eKashmir University of
Agricultural Sciences and
Technology (SKUAST) of
Jammu and held an interactive session with the VC.
While addressing the farmers, the Vice Chancellor
assured the farmers that the
farm university shall continue to provide all possible help
and technical guidance to the
farmers of the region. All possible efforts shall be made to
fulfill the aspirations and
expectations of the farming
community. While replying
to the queries of the farmers
with regard to basmati rice
varieties, he stated that an
exclusive workshop for
Basmati growers shall soon

Vice Chancellor SKUAST-J, Dr. K.S Risam along with
progressive farmers at Jammu.
be organised for the rice
The farmers also spoke
growers wherein the experts about various problems and
from the University and difficulties of the farm sector
Agricultural and Processed including availability of good
Food Export Development quality seed. They added that
Authority (APEDA) shall emphasis should be laid on
impart knowledge to the the release of good varieties
farmers on various technical seed of different crops and
aspects.
Besides, the availability of the same to the
University will also train a farmers. Among those who
group of 20 seed breeder spoke on the occasion were
farmers and also provide Sat Pal Singh Charak,
them the breeder seed for Tejinder Singh, Kulbhushan
multiplication. Dr. B.B. Khajuria, Subash Rasgotra,
Gupta and Dr. Bhupesh Raghunandan
Khajuria,
Kumar Rice breeders also Kishore Sharma, Kuldeep
interacted with the progres- Sharma, Mohammad Yousaf
sive farmers.
and Baldev Singh.

BJP intensifies ‘Mera Parivar BJP Parivar’ campaign
 STATE TIMES NEWS

JAMMU: BJP J&K unit on
Thursday intensified its 'Mera
Parivar BJP Parivar' election
campaign by hoisting the party
flag at residence of senior BJP
leader, Sham Lal Langar at
Sainik Colony, Jammu.
BJP
State
President
Ravinder Raina, MLC Vikram
Randawa, ex-MLA Rajesh
Gupta, Corporator Baldev
Singh Billowria besides a number of leaders and workers were
also present on the occasion .
Speaking on the occasion,
Raina said, "From 2014 to
2019, we have made a successful attempt to strengthen
democracy, strengthen the

BJP State President, Ravinder Raina along with others
during 'Mera Parivar BJP Parivar' campaign at Jammu.
organisation, and increase
acceptance of party's ideology.
It means that in 2019, BJP
will get absolute majority and
Narendra Modi will be the
Prime Minister of the country,

once again."
Langar said that ahead of
elections in the country as well
in the State, this is the biggestever campaign started by the
BJP.

